INTRODUCTION
The tropical cyclone is a thermally driven circulation in the direct sense. The role of the vertical flux of sensible and latent heat in both the formation and maintenance of tropical cyclones has been demonstrated by PnlmBn and Riehl [21] and by Malkus and Rielil [14] . The dissipation of kinetic energy by friction acts t~s i t brdce on hurricane development. Consequently, surface exchange processes are of fundamental importance to the hurricane mechanism.
As long as the tropical cyclone remains over the ocean where the water is warmer thtm the air, evaporation and the verticd flux of sensible heat from the ocean to the atmosphere contribute to the growth of the energy of t,he cyclone. Over land, tropicid cyclones usually weaken rapidly. After a hurricane moves from t i water surface to a hiid surface, the rate of frictional dissipation of kinetic energy a t the lower boundary is assumed to change, but this has not been established. For many years it wiis believed that increased friction was the primary cause for the decay of hurricanes after landfall. Hubert [9] atteinpted to determine the effect of friction on the rate of filling after t i hurricane passes from witter to a ltind surfttce. He coricIuded that friction alone is not enough to account for the decrease in intensity over land, and suggested that it ctiiinge in the available energy supply is the predominant factor which ciiuses filling over kind. Byers [ 2 ] , Riehl [28] , Rergeron [I] , and Palmirii [20] also believe tlmt it is the removal of the sensible heat source (lience also the r e n i o d of the latent heat source) which mdces the most important contribution to the filling process over ltind. However, no one has ever presen ted any calculiLtions which support this hypothesis.
The purpose of this paper is to examine in detail the clianges in the energy supply which occur after ttie center of n hurricane moves away from the warm wtiters of the tropical oceans. We shall examine the changes in the flux of energy through the lower boundary. This will include calculation of the vertical flm of both sensible and latent heat over water and over land. Frictional dissipation of kinetic energy over land and over water will be compared. Structural trnd thermodynamical changes observed during and ikfter laridfnll will be related to the changes in the energy fluxes. The kinetic energy budget will also be computed, and i t will be shown tliitt the production of kinetic energy is less over land than it is over water. The reduction in the production of kinetic energy cim nlso be related to the removal of the surface lieat source. It is hoped that these calculations will partially answer the question as to whether filling of a tropical cyclone over land is due to increused friction or to the removal of the oceanic hent source.
SOURCES AND ANALYSES OF DATA
The ctilculations are based on data obtained in the vicinity of Hurricane Donna which occurred in September 1960. Donna was selected because the center of the cyclone passed through a region where the density of rawinsonde s ttitions is considerably greater than normal. The surfwe reporting stations in the Bttlitmias, CubtL, and Florida provided good data coverage rtt the surface, which was necessary for the computation of the energy exchanges between the lower boundary mid the :ttinosphere. Research aircraft, flown by the Research Flight F d i t y of the Weitther Burem along paths near the core of the cyclone, collected detailed datn on winds, tempertitures, and relative huiiiidities at tliree levels on September 9. The center of the cyclone was under constant radar surveillmce for the entire period for which calculations were macle. This niade it easy to prepare a detailed truck of hourly center positions which was necessary for determining the radial component of tlie wind. Another ridvantage in using tlie Dontiii data resulted from the fact that the thermal structure of the iiiimediute environment of the cyclone remained almost constant A portion of the track is shown in figure 1.
before and after tlie center of the cyclone inoxTed inland over Florida. As a result, one C G U~C~ consider the Donna calculiLtions as very nearly approaching a controlled experiment, in which the only variable allowed to change was tlie charncter of the lower boundary. Consequently, i t provided an unusual opportunity to examine the effects of changed surface friction and surface heat source after the center of tlie hurricane moved inland.
T h e center of the hurricane passed north of Cuba 011 the 9th, across the Florida Keys on tlie loth, and into central Florida during the early part of the 11th. Calculations were performed for each of these three days. On the 9th and 10th the center was over water and on the 11th the center was moving ox-er land. The computations should, therefore, provide a basis for comparison of the energy trniisforiiiations o~7er water with those over land.
14:tny of the radiosonde stations made soundings fit 3-hr. i n t e n d s when the center of the hurricane was less than 300 n. mi. nwny, and a t 6-hr. intervals wlieii tlie center was 300-SO0 n. mi. away. These c1:tt:i were supplemented by flight d:tt:i collected by aircr:ift flying a t 1600, 6400, and 14,200 ft. on the 9th. The tracks of these flights are shown in figure 2. Several clropsondes were mnde by the Navy from the 700-nib. level on the 9th :ind 10th. For any one synoptic time, however, the data were too sparse to permit the detailed calculations needed to describe the various energy transformations. Consequently, it was necessary to composite the nvnilable observations o17er 12-hr. periods in order to ob tiiiri enough data with wliicti to work. The t,liree compositing periods included the hours from 0000 to 1200 GBIT on the 9th, loth, and 11th. The center was pnssing over 1:~nd during these hours on the 11 th. The sniiie periods were selected on the 9th and 10th (while tlie center was over water) to eliniinate the necessity for considering possible d i u r d effects when o17er-water :ind over-1:ind computations were compared.
The data were composited and plotted with respect to the center of the moving cyclone. At all levels, data were plotted nt the actual position of the balloon a t that level (in both space and time) rather than at the position of the observation station and a t release time. The density of the data following the cornpositing process for the three 12-hr. periods is shown in figure 3 .
?'he compositing of data around a tropical cyclone is necessary if one wishes to perform a n y sort of quantitative nnalyses. It is permissible as long as the cyclone is in ZL relatively steady state. On the 9th and loth, Donna was probably as near to being in a stel~dy state as a ninture hurricnrie ever is. Hence, the cornpositing process gives ti rensonnbly accurate picture of the cyclone. On the 11 th, however, the center of the cyclone was moving over land, the central pressure was rising, and the circulation wtis weakening. 'Phis creates some doubt as to the vnlidity of a composite chart. Figure 4 shows the time vnrintions of the centrd pressure: T t will be noted thtit most of the rise in the central pressure (more than 30 nib.) occurred between 1200 GMT on the 10th and 0000 GMT on the 11th. This gives some indication that the cyclone was in a quasi-steady state over land during the period for which data were composited. It would be preferable to have used only synoptic data, but this was impossible. Tn fiict, no really complete synoptic description of the inner portion of a tropical cyclone has ever been obtained. The nearest things are descriptions based on aircraft data obtained by the National Hurricane Research Project, but these data are also composited over periods of several hours.
Preparatory to analyzing the data, vertical profiles of wind speed and direction were plotted for the individual rawin soundings. Mean winds for layers of 100-nib. thickness from the surface up to 200 mb. were computed. For the 200-100-mb. layer, means were computed for 5O-mb. increments. If the yertical variation of tjhe wind direction through a layer was 20' or less, means were computed from the vertical profiles by equal-area methods. If the wind direction varied by more than Z O O , means were computed from the balloon trajectory as recorded on the original rawin computation sheets. Most of the means for the layers above 300 nib. were computed from the balloon trajectory. The mean layer winds were then composited with respect to the center of the cyclone. Radial and tangential components of both the actual and the relative winds were computed. These wind data, the heights of the constant pressure surfaces, the temperatures, and the mixing ratios (up to 250 mb.) were plotted a t the middle of each layer (950, S50, . . ., 125 mb.) for each of the three compositing periods. The height field was carefully analyzed a t each level. From the height analyses, thickness patterns were computed and these checked for thermal consistency. The thickness patterns were smoothed, where necessary, to make them fit the available temperature data. New height fields were then constructed by differential analysis. These new analyses were then compared with the originals and in most cases the difference was found to be negligible. Perhaps the most important part of the annlysis was the description of the radial mass flow which is of fundamental importttnce in esplaining the energy transformations within the tropical cyclone. The rate of conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy depends upon the radial wind component. I n hurricanes t,he minimum pressure is related to the mass flow (Kreuger [13] ). Much of the latent heat energy is supplied by the rndiitl transport of water vapor from the environment. Some radial transport of kinetic energy is apparently necessary to maintain the core of a steady-state tropical cyclone ( P a l m h and Riehl [all; Rosenthal [30] ). Integration of the kinetic energy equation over a cylindrical volume requires detailed knowledge of the mass flow inside the cylinder.
For the surface to 100-mb. layer there was only one comtnon radius for which the mass flow could be accurately determined for all three days. This was the 120-n. mi. radius. For the middle of each layer (950, S50, . . ., 125 mb.) the radial wind component was plotted against azimuth. Where the 120-n. mi. radius fell between plotted data, the radial wind was obtained by linear interpolation of the mass flow. Smooth curves were drawn to fit the available data, and the radial wind was then read from the curves. These data were then adjusted for mass balance by setting where po is the surface pressure, p l is the pressure a t the top of the cyclone (about 100 mb.), v, is the radial wind, r is the radius, and e is the polar angle. The adjustment required to achieve niass balance was small, less than 1 kt. on each of the three days. Figure 5 shows that practically all of the inflow into the cyclone took place below the 700-mb. level. This is typical of most hurricanes. The lnyer from the surface to 700 mb. will be referred to as the inJEow layer. For the inflow layer i t was a relatively simple matter to express the mass flow as a function of radius, although some subjectivity entered into the determination of the mass flow for the 40-11. mi. radius. Data were tabulated a t radial intervals of 40 n. mi. and :Lt azimuthal increments of 30' in order to fwilitate the subsequent energy calculations. The mean radial profiles of the muss flow are shown in figure 6 . T t will be noted that the mass flow changed very little during the 3-dny period.
Since an accurnte knowledge of the mass flow is of fundamental importttnce in explaining the energy processes of the tropical cyclone, it is desirable to check the accuracy of the mass flow computations ns closely as possible. There are two simple ways of doing this.
From the mass flow curves, the i n e m vertical motion for the various radial inter\& mrLy be computed. The m e m horizonttil velocity divergence is able, and are of the order frequcntly encountered (based on estimates by experienced hurricane reconniiissance pilots) near the eye region of nititure hurricanes. Recently, Gray [6] has made some computations of draft scale vertical motions of tj2iis magnitude near thc core of severd hurrictmes.
An independent check on the m w s flow for the 120-n. mi. radius was obtained by computing the moisture budget for thc 11th. The moisturc equations may bc writtcn :is
wIiere P is tIic nverage precipitiLtion rate over the area A, q is the mising r:itio, E is the evaporation and, M is t.hc total moisturc content iiisidc tlic volume. 'rhe vertical integration cstended froin tlic surface (po) up to 200 mb. ( p , ) a t wliicl~ levcl the inisirig ratio was sniall enough to be neglected. Equation ( 3 ) cmi bc used to cvaluate tlic inem precipitation rate for tlic aren inside the 120-11. mi. radius. This riitc can then be compared with the prccipitation iiiensureinents on tlic 1 I t h d i e n the center w:is over land.
For the 1 ltli, hourly riLiiifdl ~ne:~surerneiits horn a total of 45 recording rain gages wcrc coinpositcd with respect to tlie center of tlie cyclone. D a t a for the period 0000-1200 GAIT wcrc plot,t>ed and then averaged over squares with sides of 40 11. mi. The mean isohyetal pattern is shown in figure S. The rate of precipitation for the area was 181.53X109 gni. scc.-I The rate computcd by use of cquation (3) was 249.76X109 gm. set.-' Thc ratio of obserwd t,o computed is 0.73 (table 1) . This is coiisidered cscellent agrecmcn t, since rain gages (ercn wlien shielded) do not catch the total precipitntion in high wiiids, such as those observed in hurricnncs (Rliller [17] ). The coniputed precipit;ition ratc is probably more nccuriite than that obtained froin the rain gtige network.
The inass flow described in figures 5 and 6 resulted in computed precipitation rates consistent with the ineasured rixinfnll (on one clay at least), and the vertical motions implied b y the mass flow curves seem reasonable. The vertical miss flow curves are not unlike tliose observed in other tropical cyclones. It is apparent that tlie mass flow has been described as accurately as any awiilable observational data permit. These data will be used to conipute the energy tr~iiisfoniiations which took place witliiti the cyclone.
Before discussing the energy computations we shall esaniiiie briefly n few of the structural chnnges which occurred in the cyclone following landfall. Figure 9 shows the radial profiles of the surface pressure on the 10th and 1 lth. Outside the 40-n. mi. rtxdius the data used in preptiring figure 9 were obtained b y averaging :wound the cyclone. Inside that radius individual b:Lrogr:mis were used, time chnnges were converted to space chaiiges, and symmetry of tlie pressure field was assumed. On the 10th tlie central pressure was about 929 nib.; and nem the center the steep pressure profile of the intense liurricrme was in evidence. By 0600 G M T on the lltli, tlie central pressure liud risen to about 965 inb. and tlie slope of the pressure profile near the core hnd climinisliecl. While the pressure a t the center rose after l:xiiclfdl, the pressure outside the 40-11. ini. radius actunlly decreased. 'I'his represents a redistribution of the mxss of the cyclone during the filling process.
The radid profiles of the low-level winds also show some significniit cliaiiges. Outside the 40-11. mi. radius, h i d e the 40-11. mi. radius on the 9tli and loth, the profiles :ire based 011 wind reports froin island or lighthouse stlitions and these were used to estitiinte the mean wind for the surfnce to 900-mb. layer iii ;mordmice with the well known fact that over the oceims the verticd wind shear in tropicill cyclones is small. Over liiiid, however, the verticid shear is greater tliiin i t is over writer, :ind surface winds new the core of tlie cyclone could n o t be used to represent the mean wind for the layer extending from the surfme up to 900 nib. 'I'he metin wind for this h y e r was plotted against the surfwe peak gust for rawin stations which illso litad gust recorders. These drit;~ tLre shown in figure 1 I . The peiLk gust is tlie highest recoided the hour when the rawin bdloon was released. In general i t will be noted that tlie tiieaii wind is about 10 to 15 percent higher than the pe& gust. The peak gust a t LtLkel;md, Fla., when the eye wtis witliiii about S ri. tiii. of the station, was 75 kt. Hence we h v e estim:tted the iiiaxiniuni wind (mean for the surface to 900-nib. libper) over liiiid a t 0600 GAIT on tlie 11th as S5 kt. Tliis \-:due is consistent with tlie wind profile obtiried for the outer portions of the cyclone.
THE FLUX OF ENERGY ACROSS THE LOWER BOUNDARY
We shall now compare the flux of energy across the iiirsea in terface with the flus across the air-ground interl'uce. In any comparison ol this type the problem arises :LS to the proper value of the esclitmge coefficients to be used. Since these energy exchanges a t the surface may be of pmimount iiiiportaiice to our problem, it is necesstwy to spend some time to obtain tlie best possible estitit:Lte or these exchange coefficients. The working forins ol' the diffusion equations to be used tire (4) where Q, m d Qe :ire the fluxes ol' sensible iitid ltrteiit Iict~t; p is the density ol' air a t tlie surface; ch, ce, and cd are noiidirnensioii:~l exchange coefficients J'or sensible lieat, latent hent, and nioiiieiitum; c, is tlie specific hezit ol' air (at constant pressure); T , is tlic teniper:~ture of the uttdcrlying surl'iice, Tu is tlie tetiipernture ol' the air; L is the latent lieat of condensation; E is evaporiLtion ; qs is tlie saturation mixing rtitio corresponding to TS, qu is the :ictu:il mixing ratio; V, is thd wind speed a t :uicnioiiieter level, and
The form and accuracy of equntions (4)- (6) much to be desired, but they have given some useful results (Jacobs [ l l ] ; Riehl e t al. [27] ; Mnlkus and Riehl [15] ; Miller [IS] ). The main weakness in these expressions is the implied assuiiiption thnt the vertical profiles of wind, temperature, and moisture tire similar in shapc and that the physical processes responsible for turbulent diffusion of Jnolnentum, heat, and moisture are iilso siniiliir (Priestley [25] ). There is no valid reason to suppose that the physical processes are sitiiilar.
Ovcr water the roughness itself is n function of the witid speed which mi~kes the determination of cd somewhat difficult, as a survey of the literature will reveal. Tlic difficulty of determining c h and ce is even greater. However, the success of various formulas (eg., Thornthwaite and Holzniari [34], Petterssen et a1. [23] ) which are based on the equality of these coefficients, lends support to thc use of as a working rule. Deacon and swinbank [3] measured surliice stress and evaporation and then cdculated evaporation, assuming that K, (eddy diff'usivity) and K , (eddy viscosity) are equal. Their tests gave a value ol' K,/K,=1.04&0.09.
Rider [26] obtained an esperimentiil value of 1.12f0.04 for the ratio. Both of tlicse values indicate i m iipprosimate equality between K , and K,. Since there is definite knowleclge that the ntagnitudes of' the coefficients are of the same order, me will obtain a first approxiinntion of the various verticil1 fiuxes by making the simple assumption that the various coefficients tire equal.
Sverdrup [33] litis summarized tlie available computations of cd over water. There is niuch scatter, but tlie data rnuy indiccLte u. sort of parabolic distribution, with cd reaching a minimum near winds of 6 m. set.-', then gradually increasing to about 3.3 x lop3 a t winds of 25 in.
set.-'. Wilson [35] collected computations from 46 different sources and attempted to adjust all values of cd to a standrird height of 10 m. H e then divided tlie results into "light" and "strong" winds. For strong winds the drag coefficient ranged from 1.5 to 4.0X with a mean of 2.37X10-3 and i l standard deviation of 0.56X10-3. For light winds the mean was 1.49X10-3 and the standard deviation was 0.83 X lop3.
For winds of liurricrme force there are almost no estimates of the drtg coefficient. PalmCrt and liielil [21] used composite datii compiled b y Jordan [12] and Hughes [IO] to calculate cd, and obtained a range of 1.1 to 2.2X10-3 for winds of about 6 to 26 ni. set.- ' Miller [lS] computed cd for hurricane Helene, using aircraft data from which lie preparecl an angular momentum budget, iincl obtained values ranging from 2.4X10-3 to 3.2X10-3 (minds 30 to 40 in. set.-'). The latter results represent an almost linear extension of the PdmBn-Riel11 data.
For use in making the Donna calculations, cd was determined by vertical integration of the tangential equation of motion from the surface to the top of the inflow layer. In n cylindrical coordiniite system, with radius, r, and radial velocity, vr, positiye outward, the polar angle, e, and the tangen tini velocity v8, positive in a cyclonic sense, the height, z, and the vertical motion, w, positive upward, the tangential equation of motion may be written (7) in which lateral friction has been neglected. In ( 7 ) p is the pressure, f is the Coriolis parameter, and T~~ is the shearing stress in the 8-2 plane.
By assuming (1) steady state (relative to a moving coordinnte system), and (2) that the tangential gradients of pressure and of ve are negligible, equation ( 7 ) may be written as where Ca is the absolute vorticity. Assumptions (1) and (2) are probably justified in most mature tropical cyclones (Malkus iind Rielil [15] ; Rosenthal [30] ). More serious is the neglect of lateral friction. The lateral triinsfer of momentum IieiLr tlie eye miiy be lnrge. Such transfer, however, cannot be evtduated with sufficient accuracy to be included here.
E q u h o n (8) cim be integrated from the surl'iice to the top of the inflow layer, which gives (using pressure as the vertical coordinnte)
A t the top of the inflow hyer Zr is zero and the vertical wind slicnr is very nearly zero (Hawkins [SI) . Therefore, 7 0 1 should be snidl, and the surfnce stress ciin be approsimnted b y the use of (9).
The second integral could not be evaluated for. all days a t all radii, and in computing the surface stress it had to be omitted. However, an estimate of its magnitude could be obtained on the 9th by use of aircraft data along the tracks shown in figure 2. Winds at tlie three levels (1600,6400, 14,200 ft.) were averaged along the closed paths and then adjusted to a common radius of 50 n. mi. Thesc data indicated a vcrtical shear of -6 kt. from 1600 to 6400 ft. and -2 kt. froin 6400 to 14,200 ft. Using this vertical profile and the vertical motion from figure 7 , the second intcgral of (9) was evaluated and found to be less than 10 percent of the first integral. This is in agreement with an estimate by Rosenthal [30] , sincc near tlie surface whcrc vertical wind shear is large the vertical motion is negligible, and near the top of thc inflow layer where the vertical motion is large the vertical shear is negligible. This is almost certainly true for mean profiles. Jf most of the vertical ascent takes place within a few large cumulonintbus clouds, the integration of (9) becomes more difficult. I n any event the seconcl integral probably represents only a small correction to tlic rcsults obtained by evaluation of the first integral. Consequently, tlie surface stress wqs ,estimated from the first integral of (9 
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Calculations of the surface stresses were made for each of the three days a t several radii. The drag coefficient was then determined b y the use of (6 (4)- (6) . Before doing so, however, we must estimate the quantities (Ts-Ta) rmd (qs-qa). Since there were not many ship reports inside the 120-11. mi. radius, tliis required some extrapolation of the tivailable data. Water tempcratures were coinposited for a %day period (September 7-8) in order to obtain sonic estimiite of the sea surftice Lemperiitures prevailing within tlie area prior to the passage of the cyclone. These data were averaged by 5' scluiires. The average water temperature in tlie urea over which Donna wi~s to pass on the 9-llth was about 29.0' to 29.5' C., wdiich is near or slightly above the cliiniitologici~l average for September. The water tempcriitures for the gth, loth, and 11th were also composited (four 6-hourly map times on each chart). There WNS some slight indication of a drop in water temperature after the piissage of the cyclone. This cooling of the wtitcr tifter the passage of the cyclone is not unexpected and has been observed before (Fisher [5] ; Pike [24] ). It is probably due to i i combiiitLtion of (1) removal of sensible heat by the cyclonc, (2) upwelling, ( 3 ) mixing with several inches of rain water, which is somcwliat colder t h i n the sea surface water, (4) reduction of insolation by heavy clouds, and ( 5 ) mixing within the ocean. The available dat,a tire not good enough to permit an exact determination of the average sea surface tcmperature inside the area of interest. The dnta do suggest a gradual transition from about 29.0' C. in the forward half of the cyclone to n e w 27.0° in the rear. These vtilues were used to compute the heat fluxes on the 9th and 10th.
On the 1lt.h the rear of the cyclone was over land, and since the only significant heat flux occurred in the front half, tin averiige of 29.0' C. was used.
Temperatures and dew points of the surface air were plotted for the three compositiiig periods (0000-1200 GMT) on the 9th, loth, and 11th. The data for the 10th and 11th are shown i n figures 13 and 14. Over water the average surface temperature within the 40-120-11. mi. area was about 26.0°C., while the average of ten dropsonde observations in or near the eye between the hours of 0000 GMT and 1310 GMT on the 9th and 10th was 27.0'C. The corresponding average dew point temperature was 25.S'C. These data are consistent with an estimate of a surface air temperature of 26.0'c. in the wall cloud region on the 9th and 10th. This value was used, and gives an average air-sea temperature difference of 3.0'C. in the forward and l.0'C. in the rear half. The areal average was 2.0°C., which is in agreement with estimates for other cyclones in the Atlantic area (Malkus and Riehl [15] ; Miller [IS] ). The average dew point a t the 120-n. mi. radius was about 24.0'c. on the 9th and 10th; this increased to about 25.S"C. i n or near the eye. Figure 14 shows that the surface temperatures and dew points near tlie eye over land were about 2'-3'c. lower than they were over water. The presence or absence of a surface heat source iiiay be determined by calculating the sensible and latent lieat transfers along a trajectory as the surface air flows inward toward the core of the cyclone. The sensible heat transfer may be obtained by integration of the equation which espresses the fist law of thermodynamics along a trajectory. This gives Four trajectories were constructed from composited surface data for the 10th. These are shown in figure 15 . These are relative trajectories. The wind data are from lighthouse stations, supplemented by coastal stations along the Florida Keys. The trajectories were computed b y working backwards; i.e., from a selected point near the core of the cyclone (where temperatures, pressures, and dew points were known from dropsonde data) the parcel was traced back until a place was reached for which initial values of temperature, pressure, and dew points were known. Seven trajectories were constructed for the 11th. These are shown in figure 16 . These mere constructed from streamline-isotach analyses of hourly charts, using the method described by Petterssen [22] . These were also constructed by working backward. For both days there is probably some error in locating the esact origin of the air which eventually reached the core of the cyclone a t the center. However, this is not important, since the peripheral surface air near the (q,-q") (gm./fig.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Over water the increase in both sensible and latcnt, heat along the traject,ories was vei-y large, as expected. The equivalen t potential temperatures increased rapidly 11s the core was t~pproached. Over land only two of tlie seven trajectories show any appreciable increase in sensible lieat. These two passed over the Everglades in soutliern Floridit, :L low-lying and swampy twea, and some vertical heat flux is not unexpected. The other five trajectories show a decrease in sensible heat, such that the average is very nearly zero. There was some net loss (on the average) in latent heat content, since somc condensation took place along the trajectories. These calculations sbow that surface inflow over land is essentially a moist adiabatic p~o c e s s . This effectually demonstrates that following landfall the tropical cyclone was removed from its surface heat source.
A Q~~= c~v~-T~) + R T

MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW
It is AOW possible to compare the flux of energy t h o u g h the lower boundary of the cyclone for the 3-day period. Heat fluxes niny be obtained by integrating equations (4) and ( 5 ) ovcr the areas. T h e su~.face frictional dissipation of kinetic: energy may be determined by forming the scalar product of V . 7 and then integrating over tlie area (Mallius and Riehl [14] ). This gives
The results of the calculations of the energy eschmige a t the surface are summarized in tablc 4. Table 3 indicated that the fluxes of latent and sensible heat ovcr lnnd are very nearly zero, and zero fluxes have been shown for all lnnd areas.
On the 9th and 10th the vertical fluxes of both sensible and latent heat were larger than lind been iound to exist iri eitlter Daisy (Mallius and Rich1 [15] ) or Helene (Miller [IS] day-') of 730 for sensible lieat flux and 2420 for latent heat flus. The agreement is striking, particularly when one recalls that the niaximuni sustained winds in Donna were about 11 1 kt.
On the 11th tlie surface heat source inside the 40-11. mi. radius was cut off, although there was still some vertical heat flux from the ocean outside this area, since a t 0600 GMT 35 percent of the area between the 40 and 80-11. mi. radii was still ovcr water. However, it is the heat source near the core which nidies the most important contribution to the growth of the energy of the cyclone.
It is within this small area that the surface hcat source results in a stiong radial gradient of equivalent potential temperature. It is the ascent of this surface air with greatly increased values of equivalent potential temperature thnt produces t$he warm core of the tropical cyclone. Since the release of latent heat in the absence of a radial gradient of equivdent potential tcniperature will not produce a warm core, the importance of the surface lieat source is evident. Table 4 shows that the frictional dissipation of kinetic energy at the surface was less over l m d than it was ovcr water. This may be somewhat mislcnding, since tlie wind data used in computing surface friction were centered rwound 0600 GBI'I' on the lltli, which vas several hours after the center moved onshore. It :hppear-s likely that during tile first few hours after l a n d i d , frictional dissipatioii over 1:ind must have exceeded that over water. If this mas the case, tlie region where tllis was true niny have been restricted to the region near the core where the winds were onshore.
The niaximum sustained surfitce wind recorded over water was about 11 1 lit., and thc highest value computed for c d was about 4.1?X1Op3. o v c r limd the niasimum vtdue for cd was 8.7 X In order for tlhe frictional dissipation over h i d to equal the niasiniuin over wntci., a surfibce wind of 86 kt. would be required. At no time were there any sustained surfnce wiiids of this magnitude recorded, altlioiigh without a dense network of recording anemometers, it cannot be established that no such winds o c c u i~d .
The eye pnsscd ovcr E't. Myers about 1930 GMT on the 10th. At this time the niininiuin pressure recorded a t thc Weiitlier Bureau was 951 mb. (A privtitely owned barometer reportcd a miiriinum of 940 nib.) The maximum wind was about SO lit. frorii the northeast, which would indicate less friction:~I dissipntiori o \~e r land near the core than over wibter just before the eye niovcd inland. Along the imnicdinte coast, in the region of onshore winds, it is probable that the surface winds exceeded SG I& and that the dissipation due to surfixe friction ovcr a small area was greater than i t liad been ovcr wat,er. Turbulence t!ieory would suggest that there should be greater vertical shew over lniid than over wntcr because of the greater roughness of the land surface. The wind slows down inore a t anemometer level than it does a t some higher elevation. 'Yhe peal< gust-mean wind data ( fig. 11 ) would indic2ite that this was so. This would contribute to a lessening of the surface irictional dissipation over land. Tlie decrease in the pressure gradient over land ( fig. 8 ) sliould also rcsult in reduced frict,ional dissipation, by permitting the winds to decrease because of reduced pressure forces.
CHANGES IN THE THERMAL STRUCTURE
Next we shall examine the changes in the tlicrinal structure in the light of the surface exchange processes and then attempt to formulate some estimate of how these thermal changes resulted in dynamical changes in the cyclone. The surface pressures are l~nown with a high degree of accuracy, pmticu1itrl-y on the 10th and 11th. It was also possible to prepare good analyscs of the 100-nib. level (at least for the area outside the SO-n. mi. I-adius) for these two days. From these two levels mean virtual temperatures for the surface to 100-nib. layer were computed from R T* 9 zt=-lnp,/p, where Z , is the thickncss between the two layers and T* is thc mean virtual temperatwe. The results are shown in figure 17 .
During thc 24-hr. period covered by the data of figure 17, the central pressire rose about 36 mb., but the pressure outside a radius of 40-n. mi. fell slightly. These two facts are rcvcaled by the indicated cooling of about 3.0" C. in the center of the cyclone and a warming of about 0.6' C.
outside the 40-n. mi. radius. This probably reflects a spreading out of the warm air previously concentrated near the core and a redistribution of the mass of the cyclone during the filling process.
The analysis of the 100-mb. level is a critical point here. There-were very few data a t this level inside the SO-11.
mi. radius. It was possible to show that the 100-mb.
surface WLLS almost flat outside this radius, but it cannot bc defiiiitcly established that this surfim was flat nearer the core. Data from other cyclones, however, can bc cited to show that where data are available somc level can be found a t which the constant pressure siirfacc is rclativcly flat. For o w argument it docs not matter whether this levcl is a t 200 mb. or a t 80 mb. Figure   1s shows data collected by a flight through the center of as a fuiictioti of thc distalice of thc sounding ballooii from thc cciitcr of thc cyclonc. Thc surface is \-irtually flat to within 60-11. mi. of the centcr. The heights, howel-er, iwc somewhat abo\-e normal. This is in agreement with a coiiclusiou by Rosenthd [31] , based on the rcsults of a nuniericd expcriinent, that thc height of thc 100-mb. surfizce probably rises during thc development of ail iiitciise surface cyclone. J t is also consistent with earlicr nioclels (1':drnBii [19] ; Rich1 [2S]). Wc hare, therefore, assumed that thc 100-nib. surfacc ovcr Doiiiia was r c htivcly flat. Until observational dtzta can be obtained to pro\-c that this is the c:zsc oi-cr most tropical cyclones, conclusions basccl on thc assumccl Aatncss of this surftlcc, must be considerccl as tcnt R t' 1vc.
MTe may choose po in (13) as the surface pressure and p l as 100 nib. Z , then becomes the height of the 100-mb. surface. Now differentiate (13) with respect to 7' and t (14) 100 br, t If the height of the 100-nib. surface is comtaiit, surface pressure gradients or local changes depend prim t i d y upon the gradient or local changes in the mean virtual temperature. To e q l a i n the surface pressure gradient, one must explain the tropospheric temperature field. This temperature field is partly dependent upon the surface heat source. Time changes of the temperature, mising ratio, potential temperature, aiid equivalent potential temperature of the surface air near the eye were prepared ( fig. 20) . These data are based on surface reports in or near the eye. They are iiitencled to represent the best available estimate of surface conditions in the wall cloud region. The point for tlie 8th is based on a report from Ragged Island Key. The last temperature and humidity data were recorded when the eye mas about 40 n. mi. froiii the station, but barometric pressures were recorded throughout the passage of the center. Computations mere based on the assuniptions of isothermal expansion, which is well documented b y observational data in other cyclones (Deppermann [4] ),
The data points for the 9th and 10th are each based on the average of five dropsonde observations made in or near and a relative humidity of 95 percent inside this r ac 1' 1us.
the eye between the hours of 0000 G n w and 1310 GMT on each day. Other data are from ltind station reports; they were recorded a t the time of the minimum pressure. All liind station data used were within 7 mi. or less of the eye a t the time of the lowest pressure.
Note first the change in tlie observed surface temperature. The eye begin to move inland between 1200 and 1500 GMT on the 10th and 0300 GMT on the 11th. 7'he surface air remained near saturation throughout; consequently, the reduction in temperature ~v a s associated with a sliaip drop in the niising ratio. The potential temperature also dropped, but by far the most spectacular cliange was in the equiralent potential temperature, \vhich fell from a maxiniuni of 374OA. to a minimum of 3 j 3 O i i .
The potentid temperature nnd the equivalent potential temperature obserrecl near the eye over land are characteristic of their values outside the 60-n. mi. rndius while the cyclone was ol-er the water. The temperature nrid mising ratio are somewhat less as a result of moist adiabatic expansion.
The verticd teniperaturc profiles which \vould result from moist ndiabatic ascent of surface air having equivalent potential temperatures of 374'11. and 353O11. are plotted in figure 21. These :ire characteristic d u e s of 0, for the intense cyclone over water and the Jvenkcning cyclone over land. These curves represent the maxiniuni values of tlie temperizture which cnii occur I t t the upper levels; i.e., the value of e, a t the surface limits the amount of wnrming within the middle a i d upper troposphere. At 500 mb. the temperature difference between curves [cA4'J aiicl "B" is about 6°C. and a t 200 nib. i t is about 12°C.
The processes b y which the core of a tropical cyclone warms or cools may be determined from tlie first law of theriiiodyIinmics for moist air where II is sensible heat per unit nmss and CY is specific volume. By making use of the approxiinatim, qs= Ee,lp, ( E being the ratio of the molecular weight of water to that of dry air, qs and e , the saturation mixing ratio and vnpor pressure) , and then introducing the ClausiusClnpeyroii equation to eliminate cZe,/dT (Rosenthal [30] ), we obtain If we nom introduce an approsimate form for the nioist adi;Lbatic lapse rate, dT/dp, (Hrzurwitz [7] ) , expand d2'/dt, replace dT/dp by r, dP/dt=w (the vertical motion), 
~-
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THE KINETIC ENERGY BALANCE
It has been shown that i~urnerous structural, thermal, and clynamical changes occurred in the cyclone after the center moved inland. Some of these changes have been related to the removal of the oceanic heat source. T t is now possible to examine the influence of these chang oes on the kinetic energy balance of the cyclone.
The kinctic energy equation is
The first two terms on the right represent the change in kinetic energy inside the volume, a, due to transport through the boundary. The third integral is the sum of the production of kinetic energy inside the volume by pressure forces and the work done by pressure forces acting on the boundary. The last integral 011 the right is the frictional dissipation. The "production" term will be evaluated by the approxiination since the height field was almost circular. dissipatioa term can be transforined to (Riehl [29] )
The frictional
The h s t integral on the right gives the dissipation a t the upper and lower boundaries, the second, internal dissipation. We assume that the frictional stress is negligible at the top of the cyclone. Hence Internal fsictioii may be large (Malkus mid Riehl [15] ; Miller [IS]), but it cannot be evaluated from the clata. However, it is not necessary for our present argument.
For the inflow layer the data permitted a detailed calcidation of the kinetic energy budget. This is fortunate, since the inflow layer is in essencc the dynanio which suns the cyclone. The results of these calculations are sunmiarized in table 5 . The table shows the production of kinetic energy, horizontal divergence, dissipation by surface friction, and \-ertical transport through the upper boundary (700 nib.). The local change (sK/st) was derived from a time rate of change curve, which was prepared from tlie analyses of the isotach pattcrns.
The production ol kinetic energy decreased sharply after thc ceiiter moved inland'. Production for the 10-120-n. mi. ring was 23.36X1014 kj./day on the loth. On the I l t h , when the cyclone was over land, this had decreased to 12.24X 1OI4 kj./day. Within the innermost ring (10-40 n . mi.) thc decrease was even more remarkable, with production dropphg from 9.49 units to 3.34 u i t s .
On the 9th, the cyclone was still intensifying, and the inflow layer produced some excess kinetic energy which may either have been exported by small-scale eddy stresses (either vertically or horizontally) or dissipated by internal friction. On the loth there was a large amount left over for either export or internal friction. At this time the cyclone was in steady state. It is postulated that tlie excess was exported \-ertically by means of strong updrafts in cumulonimbus clouds, and later that it was either exported horizontally by the inass outflow in the upper troposphere or dissipated by doing work in the region where the outflow was against the pressure gradient. On the 11th the inflow did not produce enough kinetic energy to overcome surface friction and to provide that exported vertically by the mass circulation. None was left over for internal friction. Consequently, the circulation of the inflow layer itself must have been weakening.
Reduced production of kinetic energy after landfall resulted from a decrease in the pressure gradients and not primarily from a reduction in the mass flow. This may be seen froin an examination of figures 22 and 2 3 . The former shows representative curves of the S50-mb. surface on each of two days. The latter shows the radial mean wind for the inflow layer; the mean w, on the 11th is about SO percent of its value on the 10th. Since production within the IO-120-n. mi. area decreased about 50 percent, it is apparent that this decrease was not due to a reduction in tlie mass flow. It has already been sliown that the pressure gradients decreased because the core cooled, and thtit this cooling was due to t i removal of the oceanic heat source. Hence, one may conclude that the circulation of the inflow layer also weakened because the surface heat source was reiiioved.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As air flows toward the center of R tropical cyclone o~7er the oceans, sensible and ltitent heat is added along the trajectory. These additions raise the equiwilent potentid temperature of tlie air, and t~ rtditd gradient of equivalent potential temperature is produced a t the surhce. As air ascends a t difierent radii : L rnclinl gradient of memi rii*tu$ temperature from the surface to the upper troposphere results. Tliis warm core sti~icture is responsible for the intense pressure gradients found in tropical cyclones.
Over land, however, a horizon tal trajectory takes ;i path wliich is i<ery close to moist adiabatic. The oceanic heat source is &sent, :tnd the resultant radial gradient of equi-\.:tlent potential icmper;~tui~e at the surface is destroyed or greatly weakened. Following ascent of this surface air, tlie gradient of mean virtual temperature from the surface to the upper troposphere is destroyed. The warm air that was previously concentrated near the core of the cyclone is spread out over the larger area. The pressure in the interior rises; a t the same time, the pressure a t some outer radii (in Donna this was outside the 40-n. mi. rwdius) falls. 'l'liis cooling of the core of the cyclone eventually results in weakening arid decny of the circulri tion.
Mass flow through the inflow layer reiiiainecl virtually unchanged after the cyclone moved inland, a t least for a period of several hours. Howevcr, within a few hours, the radial gradients of the heights of tlie constant pressure surfaces near the core of the cyclone decreased to less than one-half their value at the time of landfall. The production of kinetic energy is proportional to the product of the mass flow and tlie height gradients. Hence, the production of kinetic energy decreased. Since height gradients are known to depend upon thcrinal gradients, and since the decrease in the height gradients mas due to cooling of the core of the cyclone, it follows that the decrease in thc production of kinetic energy was due to cooling of the interior of the cyclone.
The surface drag coeIficients are larger over latic1 than they are over water by a factor of a little over two. The dissipation of kinetic energy by surface friction is proportional to the product of tlie drag coefficient and the third power of the surface ivind speed. The increased surface roughness over land results in a decrease in the surface wind speed. Turbulence theory suggests that there must also be greater vertical shear over land than over water, i.e., the decrease in the wind a t the anemometer level is greater than it is a t some higher level, say 100 m. This, however, cannot be verified with the data available. It can be shown, however, that within a few hours after landfall the dissipation of kinetic energy by surface friction is less over land than it is over water.
With all these factors considered, it is concluded that hurricane Donna filled and weakened over land as a result of the removal of the oceanic heat source. Increased surface roughness over land resulted in some reduction in the surface mind speed, but was not responsible for the filling of the cyclone.
